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WHO CAN COMPLETE THIS RENEWAL 

Digital Declaration:  

The digital declaration is to be completed by the 

disabled handler of the dog, or a parent / guardian 

of those under the age of 18. 

Medical Declaration:  

The Medical Declaration is to be completed by a 

medical professional of the disabled handler. This 

must be dated within 3 months of your renewal. 

Veterinary Declaration:  

The Veterinary Declaration is to be completed by the 

dog’s veterinarian. This must be dated within 3 

months of your renewal. 

Statutory Declaration:  

The statutory declaration must be completed and 

signed in front of an approved commonwealth 

witness, such as a veterinarian, pharmacist, or 

psychologist. This must be dated within 3 months of 

your renewal. 

In this application you will find all of the information and documentation required for a complete renewal to 

Revolutionary Assistance Dogs Inc. Please read this form thoroughly.  

Please direct all contact regarding membership applications to: admin@raddogsinc.com.au 

 

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS RENEWAL 

Digital Declaration:  

Please complete the digital declaration using the link 

provided in your renewal email. If you cannot 

complete this digitally, please contact us so that we 

can assist you with your renewal. 

Medical Declaration, Veterinary Declaration, and 

Statutory Declaration:  

These parts will need to be completed hard copy. 

Please print pages 2 – 5 and have them filled in hard 

copy.   

 

These may be scanned via a traditional scanner, or a 

phone scanning app, and will be attached to the 

digital renewal form. 

 

Please read the Revolutionary Assistance Dogs 

Standards and Terms of Membership thoroughly. 

These are not required to be printed and returned. 

 

mailto:admin@raddogsinc.com.au
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MEDICAL DECLARATION 

PRACTITIONER DETAILS: 

Name: _________________________________________________ 

Clinic:  _________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

Patient: ________________________________________________ 

 

 

AREA OF PRACTICE: 

__ General Practitioner  

__ Psychologist/Psychiatrist 

__ Occupational Therapist 

__ Counsellor/Therapist 

__ Other: _______________________ 

 
DISABILITY CONFIRMATION: 

In your professional opinion does your patient meet the following criteria of having a disability as defined by 

the Disability Discrimination Act (1992);  

“ Disability, in relation to a person, means:  

(a) total or partial loss of the person’s bodily or mental functions; or  

(b) total or partial loss of a part of the body; or  

(c) the presence in the body of organisms causing disease or illness; or  

(d) the presence in the body of organisms capable of causing disease or illness; or  

(e) the malfunction, malformation or disfigurement of a part of the person’s body; or  

(f) a disorder or malfunction that results in the person learning differently from a person without the disorder or 

malfunction; or  

(g) a disorder, illness or disease that affects a person’s thought processes, perception of reality, emotions or 

judgment or that results in disturbed behaviour; and includes a disability that:  

(h) presently exists; or  

(i) previously existed but no longer exists; or  

(j) may exist in the future (including because of a genetic predisposition to that disability); or  

(k) is imputed to a person. ”          __ Yes  __ No  

Does your patient’s disability significantly impact their ability to perform the  

activities of daily living, including social and community participation?     __ Yes   __ No 

Do you and your patient believe that a dog could be trained to help your  

patient perform the activities of daily living including social and  

community participation?         __Yes    __No  

Does your patient have the ability to care for and provide a safe environment  

for a dog, and/or do they have the needed support to achieve this?    __Yes  __No 

  

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________  ____ / ____ / ______ 

Signed       On the day of   Stamp/Provider Number 
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VETERINARY DECLARATION 

VETERINARIAN DETAILS: 

 

Name: _____________________________________ 

 

Clinic:  _____________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

Phone:  ____________________________________ 

 

DOG SUITABILITY:  

Please indicate the following, as far as can be determined within a standard consult.  

 

___ The dog is in good physical condition and health including being at a healthy weight 

___ The dog has a good temperament for working in a public place  

___ The dog displays standards of hygiene that are appropriate for a dog in a public place* 

___ The dog is physically and mentally sound  

___ The dog has full use of all senses and limbs  

___ The dog has no chronic health conditions that will interfere with work in public  

___ The dog is fully vaccinated*  

___ The dog does not display fear or any signs of aggression 

 ___ The dog responds to basic obedience commands  
 
* or if not currently, there is no medical reason that this cannot be fulfilled in future.  
 
 
Signed: _______________________ 

 

DOG DETAILS: 

Name:_____________________________________ 

Age:   _____________________________________ 

How long have you known this dog?  

 

___________________________________________ 

How long have you known their owner?  

 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

A reminder that this Association: 

Does not condone the working of any dogs that are unfit for purpose.  

(This includes dogs who are, behaviourally or mentally unstable, seriously injured, ill, diseased, etc; and 

dogs who have loss of limb or limb function, skeletal/muscular deformities, incomplete use of senses, 

soundness issues, aggressive tendencies, epilepsy, seizures, etc) 

- Supports all forms of Assistance Dogs that meet the standards outlined in the DDA including entire dogs, 

purebred dogs, crossbred dogs, rescued/shelter dogs, etc. providing this complies with state laws. 
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VETERINARY DECLARATION – CONTINUED 

Revolutionary Assistance Dog’s Terms in relation 

to Mobility Assistance:  

Light Mobility – Momentum Pull: Dogs should be at 

least 30% of handler’s height and weight, and at 

least 18 months old. Guide work can be considered 

light mobility when guide work involves pressure in 

the harness.  

Medium Mobility – Counter Balance: Dogs should 

be at least 40% of the handler’s height and weight, 

and at least 2 years old. Counter balance may be 

used in motion. 

Heavy Mobility – Bracing: Dogs should be at least 

40% of the handler’s height, and 50% of the 

handler’s weight, and at least 2 years old. Brace 

should not be used in motion. Rigid handles should 

not be greater than 6 inches (measured from the 

dog’s back between the shoulders, to the handler’s 

wrist when standing totally upright beside the dog.)  

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________  ____ / ____ / ______ 

Signed       On the day of    

  

 

MOBILITY INTENTIONS: 

Is this dog intended for any mobility related tasks?  

YES    /     NO  

If yes, what level of mobility is the dog intended for?  

LIGHT   /   MEDIUM    /     HEAVY  

In your opinion, is this dog suited to this work?  

YES    /    NO    /     YES - AT AN OLDER AGE      /  

REQUIRES A SPECIALIST or FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

Notes: ______________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Consult Comments (if any): ____________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Commonwealth of Australia  - STATUTORY DECLARATION  

Statutory Declarations Act 1959 

I,  __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(full name, address, and occupation) 

Make the following declaration under the Statutory Declarations Act 1959  

1. That all information in my Revolutionary Assistance Dogs Inc. Renewal  forms is true and correct. 

2. That I have a disability as defined by the Disability Discrimination Act (1992).  

3. That my dog already does, or will meet the definition of an Assistance Dog under the Disability 

Discrimination Act (1992) before commencing public access work. 

4. That my dog already does, or will meet the Revolutionary Assistance Dogs Inc. – Training and Behaviour 

Standard before commencing public access work. 

5. That I agree to the Revolutionary Assistance Dogs Inc. – Terms of Membership 

I understand that a person who intentionally makes a false statement in a statutory declaration is guilty of an 

offence under section 11 of the Statutory Declarations Act 1959, and I believe that the statements in this 

declaration are true in every particular.  

 

_______________________________    _____________________________________________ 

Signed – Declarant      Email / Ph. Number (optional)  

 

Declared at ________________________________________________ on ________ of ____________________ 

  (place)            (day)  (month & year) 

 

Before me, ______________________________________     

(Signature of person before whom the declaration is made)  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(Full name, qualification and address of person before whom the declaration is made (in printed letters) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   (Optional: email address and/or telephone number of person before whom the declaration is made 

Note 1   A person who intentionally makes a false statement in a statutory declaration is guilty of an offence, the 
punishment for which is imprisonment for a term of 4 years — see section 11 of the Statutory Declarations Act 
1959. 

Note 2   Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code applies to all offences against the Statutory Declarations Act 1959 — see 
section 5A of the Statutory Declarations Act 1959. 
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TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP  
By being a member of RAD Inc, you are in agreeance of the following. 

Assistance Dog Guidelines: 

1. To be legally considered an Assistance Dog in Australia, the dog must meet the definition outlined in the 

Disability Discrimination Act (1992). Any dog who does not meet this definition is not an Assistance Dog. 

A dog must meet this standard to work in public, access non-pet friendly areas, etc.  

2. RAD Dogs must also follow Revolutionary Assistance Dog’s training and behaviour standard to commence 

Public Access work.  

3. RAD Dogs must be a minimum of 6 months old to commence Public Access work. 

4. RAD Dogs are required to be easily identifiable as Assistance Dogs when working in public. We 

recommend dogs to use a clearly labelled vest, cape, or harness; however, leash sleeves, bandanas, etc, 

are also easily accessible and acceptable. 

5. RAD Dogs where safe and possible, should follow a ‘4 on the floor’ rule of thumb.  

6. If a dog cannot work ‘4 on the floor’, they may be carried on mobility equipment, or in an appropriate 

carrier that does not impede upon their ability to work.  

7. When working RAD Dogs should not be placed directly on public furniture such as tables, chairs, and 

trolleys (unless the establishment has its own policies on this). Dogs must not be placed directly on 

furniture in food areas, or placed into trolleys where food is sold.  

8. RAD Dogs should maintain a neat and clean appearance when working, including well maintained gear.  

9. RAD Dogs working in public should be as unobtrusive and discreet as possible – unless a task calls for 

otherwise.  

10. RAD Dogs should not interfere with members of the general public when working – unless a task calls for 

otherwise.  

11. RAD Dogs should not show fear or anxiety in routine Public Access situations.  

12. A RAD Dog who shows aggression or intense fear in public is to be pulled from Public Access work until 

the issue is resolved. If the issue cannot be resolved, the dog is not to return to Public Access work.  

 

 

 

 

Mobility Guidelines: 

13. Light Mobility – Momentum Pull: Dogs should be at least 30% of handler’s height and weight, and at 

least 18 months old. Guide work can be considered light mobility when guide work involves pressure in 

the harness.  

14. Medium Mobility – Counter Balance: Dogs should be at least 40% of the handler’s height and weight, 

and at least 2 years old. Counter balance may be used in motion. 

15. Heavy Mobility – Bracing: Dogs should be at least 40% of the handler’s height, and 50% of the handler’s 

weight, and at least 2 years old. Brace should not be used in motion. Rigid handles should not be greater 

than 6 inches (measured from the dog’s back between the shoulders, to the handler’s wrist when 

standing totally upright beside the dog.)  

These are our minimum guidelines to ensure your dog is safe when performing mobility tasks for you. The 

higher the ratio of your height and weight for mobility, the safer these tasks are for your dog. You should always 

consult a knowledgeable veterinarian and or specialist before commencing mobility work with your dog. 
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Member Guidelines: 

16. Members will not contribute to a defamatory or negative social view of the Association.  

17. Members will not speak to the media regarding RAD before written permission is given. Please contact us 

at any stage if you have the opportunity to help spread the word.  

18. Members will not be part of or create another Assistance Dog Association, Organisation, or project unless 

approved by the committee.  

19. Members will not bully, harass, or target members of the Association on or offline. 

20. Members will treat members of the Association politely, and with respect, on or offline. 

21. Members will not share member specific RAD resources, files, documents, etc with anyone outside of the 

Association – with the exception of sharing relevant resources with a trainer for private use between our 

member and their trainer.  

22. Members (present and past) will not use any information gained from their membership with RAD to 

cause detriment to members of the Association, or the Association itself.  

23. If RAD Inc. is advocating on your behalf for an access issue, it can diminish the outcome or undermine 

your case if it is spoken about publicly, or on social media. We advise that these issues be kept private 

until they have been dealt with, to give the issue the best chance of being resolved.  

24. Members will advise the association if their dog ceases work at any time - whether temporarily or 

permanently. If a dog is retired, washed out or pulled from training, or no longer required to work for 

their handler, RAD Inc must be informed; and all RAD branded property returned.  

 

 

 

 

Bullying: 

25. Bullying and harassment will not be tolerated at Revolutionary Assistance Dogs in any form, online, or 

offline.  

26. Bullying can take many forms including jokes, teasing, nicknames, name calling, messages (text, email, 

social media, etc) pictures, social isolation, sarcasm, demeaning language, threats and abuse, coercion, 

inappropriate blaming, ganging up, calling out, drawing negative attention to a person, etc.  

27. All instances of bullying at Revolutionary Assistance Dogs are thoroughly investigated and should be 

reported via email to human.resources@raddogsinc.com.au  

 

 

 

 

This Association: 

28. Does not condone the working of any dogs that are unfit for purpose.  

This includes dogs who are, behaviourally or mentally unstable, seriously injured, ill, diseased, etc; and 

dogs who have loss of limb or limb function, skeletal/muscular deformities, incomplete use of senses, 

soundness issues, aggressive tendencies, epilepsy, seizures, etc. 

29. Supports all forms of Assistance Dogs that meet the standards outlined in the Disability Discrimination 

Act (1992) including entire (not de-sexed/spayed) dogs, purebred dogs, crossbred dogs, rescued/shelter 

dogs, etc, providing this complies with state laws. 

30. Supports a handler’s right to choose the ethical training methods and gear that are appropriate for them 

and their dog; providing this aligns with relevant state and federal laws. 

31. Does not condone any questionable, abusive, unsafe, or dangerous treatment of animals or use of 

equipment.  

32. Supports training for and undergoing a Public Access Test (PAT), and or Public Transport Passes. 
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RAD Branded Merchandise:  

33. Revolutionary Assistance Dogs branded merchandise (such as, but not limited to patches and vests, 

including gear that a patch has been attached to) must not be sold or gifted without approval from RAD 

Inc; and must be done via a members only space such as the private Facebook group. 

RAD Branded items must remain accounted for by RAD Inc. and we need to ensure that they are only 

owned and used by current members, and members who’s dogs are approved for Public Access work.  

34. RAD embroidered patches received in your membership pack are not to be sold. Patches that you have 

purchased outright may be sold with approval.  

35. If a membership is terminated (by RAD or the member), a dog is retired, or it is otherwise requested, all 

branded merchandise in the possession of the team must be returned to RAD Inc, or items such as vests 

must be sold on in a member’s only space. Items that RAD may request return of are but not limited to: 

patches, medallions, and membership ID cards. These must be returned to RAD with tracking at your 

own cost via Australia Post. 

 
Other Terms:  

37. Assistance Dogs will not be worked by anyone other than the disabled handler (member) unless directly 

on behalf of the disabled handler (member). 

38. A renewal of membership application forms must be completed every two years to ensure both dog and 

handler still fit our requirements, and to ensure all information is up to date.  

39. The association holds the right to terminate memberships if the terms of membership are not adhered 

to.  

40. If you are no longer a member of Revolutionary Assistance Dogs Inc. for any reason you agree to no 

longer use any gear or branded merchandise affiliated with RAD Inc. and return ID cards and Patches to 

the association.   

41. If we have a concern or complaint about the behaviour of one of our member’s dogs, we reserve the 

right to request a letter of recommendation from a trainer that the dog maintains standards of 

behaviour appropriate for working in a public place 

42. If we have a concern or complaint about the health of one of our member’s dogs, we reserve the right 

to request a letter from a veterinarian stating that the dog is healthy, up to hygiene standards 

appropriate for a dog in a public place, and fit to work in public. 

 

 
Further:  

These terms are subject to change at any time. It is your own responsibility to stay up to date with current terms 

and you will be informed of any changes when they occur.  

Remember we are here to represent you, but you also represent us when out working using RAD Inc related 

gear – so please help us to uphold a good brand integrity so we can continue to provide the best support 

possible to our wonderful members.  

In essence always put your best paw forward and as always, stay RAD!  
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.TRAINING AND BEHAVIOUR STANDARDS  
RAD Inc. requires all dogs working in public to adhere to the following standards. 

Introduction:  

These standards expand upon the Disability Discrimination Act (1992) (or DDA) definition of an Assistance Dog  

“Disability Discrimination Act (1992)  
Section 9 (2) For the purposes of this Act, an assistance animal is a dog or other animal: 

(a)  accredited under a law of a State or Territory that provides for the accreditation of animals trained to assist a persons with 
a disability to alleviate the effect of the disability; or 
(b)  accredited by an animal training organisation prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this paragraph; or 
(c)  trained: 

(i)  to assist a person with a disability to alleviate the effect of the disability;  
(ii)  to meet standards of hygiene and behaviour that are appropriate for an animal in a public place.”  

 
By law, all dogs working in public as an Assistance Dog must meet this definition. Any Assistance Dog who meets 

the above definition are trained to work in public places. Handlers may choose to leave the ‘in training’ label on 

their dog until a higher standard of training is achieved. Any Assistance Dog trained to these standards, and 

working for a disabled handler have full access rights under Federal Law in Australia. 

 

 
To Work In Public, A RAD Dog Must:  

 

 

1. Have permission from and be approved by RAD 

Inc. to commence work in public.  

RAD Inc. must ensure all dogs meet legal 

standards, and are ready for public work by 

approving each team based on evidence provided. 

2. Be at least 6 months of age  

This gives time for the dog to be trained to be 

reliable in the minimum standards  

3. Have commenced training and become reliable in 

pet friendly places  

This ensures that the dog is familiar with and 

reliable at maintaining appropriate standards in 

public places. 

4. Be fully and reliably toilet trained  

This must always include having a thorough 

understanding of your dog’s toileting routine, and 

may include toileting on command.  

5. Be able to perform at least one task 

See definition below. This is to ensure that the dog 

is trained to alleviate the effects of a disability, as 

per the DDA.  

A task may be self-initiated by the dog, or 

requested (i.e item retrieval). 

6. Not display fear in routine situations, and not 

display signs of ongoing anxiety  

This is to ensure the dog is well socialised and 

exposed, and used to the everyday challenges of 

public work. 

 

7. Be under effective control at all times  

As per the DDA this does not necessarily mean 

under direct physical control.                                                           

8. Not unnecessarily interact with merchandise  

The dog must not pick up merchandise unless 

instructed or required for a task  

9. Not bark 

Unless required for a task (such as medical alert). 

10. Uphold a neat and clean appearance  

This includes gear being well maintained.  

11.  Be able to display a reliable  

     - sit 

     - lay down  

     - stay 

     - focus command 

     - leave it 

     - relaxed loose leash walk  

In a distracting environment. 

12. Be able to refocus quickly  

Public work is full of distractions, if distracted 

your dog should refocus soon after and be able to 

continue working.  

13. Respond effectively to direction  

The dog’s response should be timely and reliable.  

14. Remain calm when exposed to routine 

distraction 

The dog should be at ease in their work. 

 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#assistance_animal
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#state
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#territory
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#disability
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#disability
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s53.html#paragraph
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#disability
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/dda1992264/s4.html#disability
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Definition of a Task:  

A task is a behaviour or action that your Assistance Dog can perform to help to you manage the impacts of your 

disability/ies on your daily life. A task must be directly related to your disability/ies, and alleviate the effects of 

your disabilities, or assist you with an aspect of daily life that is difficult or impossible for you to manage on your 

own. We do not consider emotional support or companionship trained tasks.  

Further Training:  

Once you have achieved these training standards it is recommended that you then aim for the standards of our 

Public Access Test, even if you do not wish to take one. A Public Access Test is not mandatory under federal law.  

On the Street- Your RAD Dog should walk calmly in their regular working position, and should not strain on the 
leash to greet people or dogs, sniff objects, or toilet unless instructed to do so. Smaller dogs may be carried if 
there is a risk to their safety. They must be carried in a way that does not impede their ability to work, and must 
be able to demonstrate the ability to work 4 paws on the floor. 
 
In a Store- Your RAD Dog should be composed and under control as you enter through doors, and should not 
startle or hesitate. While moving through the store, the dog should walk in their regular position, stop when you 
do, and navigate turns efficiently. The dog should not sniff or unnecessarily interact with merchandise. Your dog 
should not seek attention from members of the public, and should not become distracted or stressed by routine 
visual and noise distractions; such as children yelling, doors banging, PA announcements and trolleys rattling. 
Your dog should also be able to work calmly alongside a shopping trolley. 
 
In a Food Area- Your RAD Dog should be positioned in a way that they are tucked and settled underneath 
furniture, or suitably out of the way of aisles and people. Your dog should ignore food items on the floor and 
should not attempt to beg or take food from the table. Any dropped food should be ignored. 
 
In a Lift and on Stairs- Your RAD Dog should enter and exit the lift in a controlled fashion, without hesitation or 
distress, and should not shy or cower at the routine movements and noises of the lift. On stairs, your dog should 
move at an appropriate pace, remain out of the handler’s way and not attempt to pull in front or lag behind 
whilst both ascending and descending. 
 

Further:  
Remember you should always treat your RAD Dog with a positive attitude, and treat them with pride and care. 

Just as your RAD Dog should hold a positive attitude towards you, and should follow instructions happily and 

confidently. 

These standards are in place to give our members a tangible idea of what the definition of a trained Assistance 
Dog under the DDA should look like, and the standard we need to you to uphold for us to provide you support 
best with access issues.  
 

Training Logs:  
We strongly encourage our members working in public to complete at least 2 training logs per month. Members 

not yet working in public should complete training logs as directed by RAD Inc. This is to ensure under section 

54A(5) of the DDA evidence can be provided to best advocate for our teams in times of need. Such as access 

issues, flying with your RAD Dog, or accessing non-pet-friendly housing. 

 


